Introduction
Chapters 3-5 of this book have given an indication of the levels of L1 detection accuracy that can be attained through classification analyses whose predictor variables are individual words and multi-word sequences (or n-grams, see Chapter 3), measures of coherence, lexical semantics, and lexical diversity (or Coh-Metrix indices, see Chapter 4 and McNamara & Graesser, in press), and the types and numbers of errors that learners make in their L2 English writing (see Chapter 5). The results of these analyses show L1 classification accuracies from roughly 54% for n-grams to roughly 65% for both errors and Coh-Metrix (CM) indices. All three analyses were performed with data extracted from the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE; see Granger, Dagneaux, Meunier, & Paquot, 2009 ) using similar selection criteria (e.g., argumentative essays between 500 and 1000 words in length), but they differ in relation to the number of texts analyzed (2033 in the n-gram analysis, 903 in the CM analysis, and 223 in the error analysis) as well as in relation to the number of L1s under investigation (12, 4, and 3, respectively) . The purpose of the present chapter is to perform a series of L1 detection analyses on essays from three language groups (French, German, and Spanish), applying all three types of variables to a single dataset in order to examine both the comparative and combined usefulness of n-grams, CM indices, and error measures for this type of research.
Previous research has reported findings that are only indirectly relevant to the focus of the present investigation. The most relevant studies are those by Koppel, Schler, and Zigdon (2005) and Wong and Dras (2009) . Like the present study, both of these studies performed classification tasks on texts extracted from the ICLE. The classification tasks in these studies were presumably more challenging than the ones we will be performing in the present study as they involved the classification of five and seven L1 backgrounds, respectively, as compared with the three we deal with in the present paper. The study by Koppel et al. (2005) relied on a combination of four types of variables including 400 function words, 200 frequent letter n-grams, 185 error categories, and 250 rare part-of-speech bigrams. In a combined analysis using all four types of variables, their 10-fold cross-validation showed an L1 classification accuracy of 80% (for five L1 backgrounds). The study by Wong and Dras (2009) used a slightly different set of predictor variables, including 400 function words, 500 character n-grams, 3 error categories, and 650 part-of-speech n-grams. In a combined analysis using all four types of variables, they achieved an L1 classification accuracy of 74% (for seven L1 backgrounds), but they were also able to achieve this same level of classification accuracy through a combined analysis using only the function words and parts-of-speech ngrams, leaving out of the analysis character n-grams and error categories. Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. Jarvis and S. A. Crossley (Eds.) , . Bristol, UK: Multilingual Matters.
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The variables examined in these two studies partially overlap with those to be examined in the present paper. For example, the pool of word n-grams used in the present paper includes several of the function words investigated by Koppel et al. (2005) and Wong and Dras (2009) , but our pool of n-grams also extends to content words and to multi-word sequences of content and function words (see Section 2)-variables that the two previous studies did not examine. The error categories examined in the present paper also overlap to some degree with the error categories included in the two previous studies. However, the errors examined in the present study were hand-tagged, whereas those in the previous studies were identified through computer-automated error tagging-a process that Wong and Dras report as having a false positive rate of as high as 48%. Comparisons between these two studies and the present investigation are also limited by the fact that these studies did not include CM indices (whereas the present study does), and the present study does not consider letter n-grams or part-of-speech n-grams (whereas the previous studies did).
Extrapolating from these two previous studies to the extent possible, we expect that a classification analysis involving a combination of multiple types of variables will result in a higher level of L1 classification accuracy than an analysis involving only a single type of variable. However, the results of Wong and Dras (2009) also suggest that the inclusion of some types of variables, such as error categories, will not necessarily lead to higher levels of classification accuracy beyond that achieved with a combination of other types of variables.
The accuracy rate of 80% achieved by Koppel et al. (2005) is a benchmark level that we hope to achieve in the combined analysis in the present study, but the differences between our study and that of Koppel et al. create a number of challenges. Although the smaller number of L1s in the present study makes our classification task simpler, differences in the classifiers, variables, and text selection criteria used in the two studies might give their study certain advantages. The classifier they used was Support Vector Machines (SVM), which does not have such strict constraints on the ratio of variables to cases as does the Discriminant Analysis classifier we will use. The fact that Koppel et al. were able to include over 1,000 variables in their L1 classification model-whereas we will be limiting our models to just 22 variables (see Sections 2-6)-might mean that their model is more sensitive to L1-related influences than ours will be. A further possibility is that the inclusion of so many variables in the Koppel et al. study may have also resulted in excessive overfitting, meaning that their model might be overly tailored to account for the specific data they analyze, but might not apply well to future cases. If this is the case, then their results could be overly optimistic, which is another factor that would make it difficult for our analysis to reach as high a level of L1 classification accuracy as they achieved. Related to this is our observation that Koppel et al. appear not to have limited their data to a single genre (e.g., argumentative texts), as we have done in previous chapters and will do in the present chapter. Insofar as the occurrence of linguistic features varies by genre, if the different genres in the data used by Koppel et al.
were not equally distributed across L1 groups, then this would have increased the betweengroups variance in their data and thus artificially inflated their L1 classification accuracy.
In summary, the limited, relevant literature suggests that a classification analysis involving more than one type of variable will likely lead to a higher level of L1 classification accuracy than an analysis involving only one type of variable; however, the literature gives conflicting Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. 3 findings concerning whether a combined analysis involving the three types of variables that we will be examining will lead to an improvement over a combination of just two types of variables. Finally, the previous research by Koppel et al. (2005) and Wong and Dras (2009) suggests that our combined analysis could lead to levels of L1 classification accuracy in the range of 70-80%, or perhaps even higher (given the smaller number of L1s we are dealing with), but major differences between our method and those of past studies do not allow for a straightforward prediction.
The purpose of the present chapter is to determine how effective n-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error variables are-both separately and combined-for L1 detection purposes.
To address this question, we conducted five separate analyses: an n-gram analysis, a CohMetrix analysis, an analysis based on error variables, a combined analysis involving all three types of variables, and a combined analysis involving just n-grams and Coh-Metrix indices. These analyses are described below in Sections 1 through 6.
Corpus
Whereas we were able to rely on completely automated measures for determining n-gram frequencies and the values of Coh-Metrix indices, our error variables required human error tagging, which is a time-consuming and expensive process. Because the 223 texts used in Chapter 5 are the only texts for which we have error variables, we chose precisely these texts for our combined and comparative analyses in the present study. Here, we reproduce Table 1 from Chapter 5 in order to show the breakdown of the texts in question. As the table shows, the native languages of the learners who produced these texts include French (FR), German (GE), and Spanish (SP), with similar numbers of texts per L1 background, as well as similar overall numbers of words produced by the learners from each L1 background. 
N-grams
One noteworthy characteristic of the n-gram approach to L1 detection is that it allows for the use of a very large number of predictor variables. However, the use of a large number of variables in multivariate tests such as Discriminant Analysis (DA) requires an even larger number of cases (e.g., texts). The n-gram analyses in Chapter 3 of this book used a pool of 722 variables, from which as many as 200 were included in the resulting L1 prediction models. Such a large number of predictors was made possible by the fact that the analysis rested on over 2000 texts. In the current study, which is designed to compare three types of predictors, the number of available texts is limited to the 223 that are error-tagged. We will henceforth refer to these 223 texts as the Error Corpus. Because of the smaller number of Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. This reduction was achieved in two ways. First, n-grams occurring in fewer than ten different texts were excluded. This reduced the total number of n-grams from 722 to 575. Second, a first (a priori) DA was run on an independent sample of ICLE texts that did not overlap with but was as similar as possible to the Error Corpus. These texts consisted of the 126 French, 112 German, and 67 Spanish texts analyzed in Chapter 3 that are not part of the Error Corpus. It is noteworthy that this independent sample of texts was selected by means of similar criteria as those used for selecting the Error Corpus: argumentative texts of lengths roughly 500-1000 words. Our a priori analysis allowed us to select (from the 575 n-grams in the previous step) the 50 n-grams that were the most useful predictors of whether the texts in the independent sample were written by French, German, or Spanish speakers. To select the 50 best n-grams, we followed a procedure used in Chapters 2, 4, and 5 (see also Schulerud & Albregtsen, 2004) . This involved determining how frequently each n-gram was selected in a 305-fold leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) of the 305 texts in the independent sample and choosing the 50 n-grams most often selected as those that will be used in the present study. The 50 retained n-grams as well as the number of times that they were selected in the LOOCV stepwise procedure are shown in Table 2 . As can be extrapolated from this table, 22 of the retained n-grams were unigrams (i.e., single words), 19 were bigrams, nine were trigrams, and none were 4-grams. To obtain benchmark classification results, we submitted these 50 n-grams to a stepwise DA of the independent sample of 305 texts described in the preceding paragraph. As has been pointed out in each of the preceding chapters, the proper type of cross-validation for a stepwise DA involves conducting a stepwise analysis within each fold of a multi-fold crossvalidation. This avoids overly optimistic levels of classification accuracy (i.e., bias) and provides classification results that are reliably indicative of how well the model will apply to future data (e.g., Lecocke & Hess, 2006, p. 316; Molinaro et al., 2005, p. 3303) . As was done in Chapter 5, in the present study we used LOOCV with stepwise feature selection embedded within each fold of the cross-validation. The parameters of the stepwise procedure were set as follows. First, the significance (or alpha) level for a variable to enter the model or to be removed from the model was set at 0.05. Second, the stepwise procedure was set to iterate Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. 5 through no more than 22 steps. In this way, a maximum of 22 n-grams could be incorporated into the prediction model and, consequently, the ratio between the number of variables in the model and the number of cases (or texts) in the training set was limited to 1 variable per 10 cases.
The results of the LOOCV with embedded stepwise feature selection showed that 205 (or 67.2%) of the 305 texts in the independent sample were classified correctly as having been written by native speakers of French, German, or Spanish. A confusion matrix showing the relationship between the learners' actual L1s and their predicted L1s is given in Table 3 . Next, we used the same pool of 50 n-grams and the same LOOCV and stepwise parameters and procedures described above to test how well they can predict the L1 backgrounds of the texts in the Error Corpus. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4 in the form of a confusion matrix, which indicates that large majorities of the texts predicted to have been written by French, German, and Spanish speakers, respectively, were indeed written by the same. More generally, the results indicate that 141 (or 63.2%) of the 223 texts in the Error Corpus were classified correctly (df=4, n=223, χ2=94.164, p<.001; Cohen's Kappa=0.448), which is statistically above the level of chance (33% for a classification task involving three L1s) and also substantially higher than the baseline of 35% (i.e., the number of correct hits that would be obtained if each text were classified as a member of the largest L1 group). It is perhaps worth mentioning that the n-gram classification accuracy achieved in this study is higher than that obtained in Chapter 3, which was 53.6%. However, this is to be expected given that the present classification task required the classifier to distinguish among only three L1s, whereas the classification task in Chapter 3 involved the differentiation of 12 L1s. Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. To determine which specific n-grams are the most useful for differentiating texts written by speakers of the three L1s, we followed Schulerud and Albregtsen (2004) in relying on the number of times that a given variable is selected across the folds of a cross-validation with internal stepwise feature selection. In the present case, we examined how many times out of the 223 folds of the LOOCV each of the 50 n-grams was selected by the embedded stepwise DA procedure. We deemed any n-gram that was selected in more than half of the folds to be particularly useful for L1 detection purposes. Each n-gram that met this criterion was then submitted to a one-way ANOVA and a Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) post-hoc test to determine whether the mean relative frequency of this n-gram differed significantly across the three L1 groups. Table 5 lists all of the n-grams that passed both usefulness tests. Note : The Diff sign column presents the statistically significant differences between the means according to the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure. For example, GE>(FR=SP) indicates that the mean for the FR group does not differ significantly from that of the SP group, while both of these means are significantly lower than the mean for GE. The numbers in the FR, GE, and SP columns represent group means.
As seen in Table 5 , the two n-grams that stand out as being particularly useful for L1 detection purposes are of and this. The mean usage frequencies for both of these words show a significant separation of all three groups. The remaining n-grams listed in Table 5 set one group apart from the other two, but do not distinguish between those other two. Five of the ngrams are shown to isolate German speakers from the other two groups, whereas only two ngrams isolate French speakers from the other two, and only two n-grams isolate Spanish speakers from the other two groups. Another important observation is that most of the ngrams we have identified in this analysis as being useful for L1 detection purposes are unigrams (or single words); the list in Table 5 includes only two bigrams and no trigrams.
An important caveat to the results presented in Table 5 is that significant mean differences across L1 groups do not guarantee that individuals within those groups will behave uniformly with respect to the variables in question. In other words, intragroup homogeneity can be low even when intergroup heterogeneity is high (cf. Jarvis, 2000 Jarvis, , 2010 , and this can of course have a negative impact on L1 classification accuracy even where significant differences exist between groups. The flipside of this caveat is also important to consider: Variables can contribute significantly (though perhaps not substantially) to classification accuracy even in Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. 7 the absence of significant between-group differences. In any event, the results we have presented here suggest that the n-grams we have listed in Table 5 are apparently quite useful for this particular classification task.
Coh-Metrix variables
For the present study, we used the same pool of Coh-Metrix (CM) indices discussed in Chapter 4. Because this pool consists of only 19 variables, no further reduction of this pool is necessary to maintain an acceptable ratio of variables to cases in relation to the 223 texts in the Error Corpus. As described in Chapter 4, the CM indices were selected from measures of word concreteness, word imagability, word familiarity, word polysemy, word hypernymy, word meaningfulness, lexical diversity, and various other measures of meaning, meaningfulness, cohesion, and syntactic complexity. To conduct our CM analysis of the Error Corpus, we submitted these 19 variables to precisely the same LOOCV and stepwise parameters and procedures described in the preceding section. The purpose of this analysis was to test how well an L1 prediction model built on CM indices can predict the L1 backgrounds of the texts in the Error Corpus. The results of this analysis in the form of a confusion matrix are shown in Table 6 . Section 2) . This is also slightly higher than the classification accuracy of 63.2% obtained in the corresponding n-gram analysis discussed in the preceding section, despite the fact that the ngram analysis included a larger pool of potentially useful variables for L1-group discrimination. However, the differences in classification accuracy between the n-gram analysis and the CM analysis were not significant (as determined by a paired-samples t-test: 226, p>.050) .
In order to examine the usefulness of the CM indices more closely, we followed the same procedures used in the n-gram analysis. This involved a consideration of the number of times each variable was selected across the folds of the LOOCV with internal stepwise variable selection. That is, we examined how many times out of the 223 folds of the cross-validation Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. 8 each of the 19 CM indices was selected by the embedded stepwise DA procedure. As before, we deemed any variable that was selected in more than a half of the folds to be potentially useful for L1 detection purposes. Each CM index that met this criterion was then submitted to a one-way ANOVA and SNK post-hoc test to determine whether the mean relative frequency of this variable differed significantly across the three L1 groups. Table 7 shows the 9 CM indices that passed both usefulness tests. The seemingly most noteworthy indices in Table 7 are the first four, which are measures of word imagability, word meaningfulness, lexical diversity, and stem overlap (see Chapter 4 for a fuller description of what these mean and how they were measured). These four variables significantly differentiate all three L1 groups from one another. The remaining five variables distinguish one group from the other two, but do not differentiate between the other two. As mentioned earlier, the criteria we have used for identifying useful variables for L1 detection are not completely unproblematic, but these nine CM indices do appear to be particularly useful for the classification of the texts in the Error Corpus according to the L1s of their writers.
Error categories
The error-based analysis of the Error Corpus is described in detail in Chapter 5. We recap the main results of that analysis here in order to facilitate our examination of the comparative contributions of n-grams, CM indices, and error categories to this type of research. The error categories were applied to a DA analysis of the Error Corpus in the same way described in relation to n-grams and CM indices. The pool of error categories includes 46 variables dealing with errors in word form, word meaning, word usage (e.g., collocational constraints), word order, punctuation, coherence, and various other areas of grammar and style. These 46 variables were submitted, as before, to a stepwise DA that was embedded within an LOOCV process. All parameters were set in the same way as in the preceding analyses, with the maximum number of stepwise iterations within each fold of the LOOCV set to 22 so as to prevent an L1 classification model that would exceed 22 variables (i.e., 10% of the number of texts). The results of the error-based analysis are shown in Table 8 in the form of a confusion matrix. Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. For present purposes, the most useful of the error categories were defined as those that were selected in over half of the 223 folds of the LOOCV and for which significant differences across the means of the three L1 groups could be found. The 12 error categories that met both criteria are listed in Table 9 . Of these, the first two variables, lexical single errors and lexical phrase errors, are particularly noteworthy in that they significantly differentiate the means of all three groups from one another. In five of the error categories, the Spanish speakers stand out for their significantly higher rate of errors than the other two L1 groups produce. In other cases, the German speakers, on the one hand, and French speakers, on the other, show a significantly higher or lower number of errors than the other two groups. For one variable, single logical connector errors, the German group produces significantly fewer errors than the French group, but neither the German group nor the French group shows significant differences from the Spanish group. 
Combined analysis
Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., Granger, S., Paquot, M. Thewissen, J. (2012). The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. Whereas a comparison of the three preceding analyses suggests that n-grams, CM indices, and error categories are roughly equally effective as predictors of learners' L1 backgrounds in a DA analysis, the next critical question is whether a DA analysis that draws simultaneously from all three types of variables would be more effective than an analysis based on one type alone. This is the question we address in the present section. In order to perform the combined analysis, we brought together the 50 n-grams, 19 CM indices, and 46 error categories into a single variable pool and submitted it to a DA using the same parameters and procedures as before. The fact that the combined pool now included 115 variables is not ideal given that there are only 223 texts in the Error Corpus. Nevertheless, we did not consider this fact to be overly problematic given that our stepwise parameters were set so as to avoid statistical models involving relationships among more than 22 variables. Thus, we maintained a ratio of 10 texts for every variable in each model that was constructed. As with our prior analyses, we submitted the pool of variables to a DA using LOOCV with stepwise feature selection embedded within each fold of the cross-validation. The alpha level for the stepwise procedure was set at 0.05 for variables to enter or to be removed from the model, and the stepwise procedure was set to iterate through no more than 22 steps.
The results of the combined analysis are shown in Table 10 . The confusion matrix shows the relationship between the actual L1 backgrounds of the texts in the Error Corpus and the classification of the texts during the LOOCV. As can be seen in the Koppel et al. (2005) , which seems remarkable in light of the fact that our model was limited to 22 variables, whereas that of Koppel et al. included 1,035. On the other hand, our classification task concerned only three L1 backgrounds, whereas theirs involved five L1s, which does make the classification task in our analysis somewhat less challenging. 
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Although there are different ways of constructing what might be regarded as an optimal model in a classification task of this type, the model we present as the optimal set of L1 predictors for the Error Corpus was constructed as follows. First, we calculated the number of times across the 223 folds of the LOOCV each variable was included by the stepwise procedure in its DA model of L1 classes. (Recall that the stepwise procedure allowed only 22 variables in any given model-within any given fold of the LOOCV.) From the pool of 115 variables, it turned out that 74 were not selected in any of the 223 folds. Of the remaining 41, some were selected in as few as one fold, whereas others were selected in all the folds. Table  11 shows the number of times (or the number of LOOCV folds in which) each of these 41 variables was selected. Variables selected in more than half of the folds of the LOOCV are listed on the left side of the table, and variables selected in fewer than half are listed on the right side of the table. There are 22 variables on the left side of the table, which is coincidentally precisely the number of variables we wish to include in our optimal L1 prediction model, as this is 10% of the number of texts (i.e., 222) in the training set used in each fold of the LOOCV. These are therefore the 22 variables we present as our final solution, but we show them in a different order in Table 12 in order to offer an additional perspective of their usefulness. In Table 12 , these variables are listed according to F values obtained through a series of one-way ANOVAs, where each variable was tested for significant differences across the group means of the three L1 groups. The rightmost column of the table shows the results of an SNK posthoc text, which indicates more precisely where the differences exist. Tables 11 and 12 that the three types of variables are roughly equally important to this final model. Although the final model includes more ngrams (n=9) than error categories (n=7) or CM indices (n=6), some of the strongest L1 predictor variables in the model are CM indices and error categories. 1 It is interesting to note that the last three variables listed in Table 12 do not show any significant differences at all across the means of the three L1 groups, yet these three variables do nevertheless contribute to the model's ability to identify the L1s of the texts in the Error Corpus, as attested by the fact that they were selected as many as 220 times (in the case of word hypernymy) in the 223 folds of the LOOCV, where the stepwise procedure selected only those variables whose unique contribution to the model significantly improved the model's L1 prediction ability. It is also interesting to note that the final model presented here does not include any of the ngrams, CM indices, or error categories described earlier that show significant differences across all three groups. As seen in Table 12 , the differences are primarily between one group and the two others, without any significant differences between those two other groups. Despite the lack of such variables in the present combined analysis, it is noteworthy that the variables we have retained work together in such a way as to provide a substantially more powerful model of L1 prediction than was found in any of the prior analyses based on a single type of variable.
A truncated combined analysis
In view of the analyses presented so far, it seems uncontroversial that an L1 prediction model that includes multiple types of predictors is superior to a model consisting of predictor variables of only one type. However, one question that remains is whether all three types of Jarvis, S., Bestgen, Y., Crossley, S. A., . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. Jarvis and S. A. Crossley (Eds.),
Approaching language transfer through text classification: Approaching Language Transfer through Text Classification: Explorations in the Detection-Based Approach.
(pp. 154-157). Bristol, UK: Multilingual Matters.
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variables are needed to achieve optimal results. Recall that Wong and Dras (2009) found that a combination of just two types of variables (i.e., function words and parts-of-speech ngrams) led to equally high levels of L1 classification accuracy as a combination of three or even four types of variables. In the Wong and Dras study, the inclusion of error variables, for example, did not improve the model beyond what was achieved through function words and n-grams alone. An important caveat is that they used only three error variables (subject-verb disagreement, noun-number disagreement, and misuse of determiners)-whereas our analysis includes 46 error variables-so it is perhaps to be expected that their error variables would be of limited usefulness. A second caveat is that the error variables used by Wong and Dras were tagged through a computer-automated procedure, whereas the errors analyzed in the present paper were hand-tagged. As mentioned earlier, problems associated with computer-automated error tagging may have further limited the usefulness of the error variables used by Wong and Dras. Nevertheless, we use their findings as a point of departure for the present section, in which we examine whether a combination of n-grams and CM indices-without error categories-enables a level of L1 classification accuracy that is comparable to that of a combined analysis involving all three types of variables.
Our interest in the effectiveness of a combined analysis that excludes error categories is also motivated by practical considerations. That is, whereas n-grams and CM indices can be extracted from the data through automated means, accurate error tagging requires human intervention in the form of careful reading and annotation, and usually also requires at least two raters for each text for purposes of reliability. Accurate and reliable error tagging is thus very time-consuming and expensive. One wonders, therefore, how much error categories really contribute to L1 detection beyond what other types of variables contribute. If the benefit is small, then error tagging might not be worth the effort. This is the question we address in the present section.
To conduct this analysis, we combined the 50 n-grams and 19 CM indices described earlier into a single pool of variables. This pool of variables was then submitted to a DA analysis of the Error Corpus using stepwise variable selection embedded within each fold of an LOOCV. As before, the stepwise parameters were set to a significance criterion of 0.05 for variable entrance and removal, and the number of iterations was limited to 22.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 13 . As in prior analyses, the proportion of correctly classified texts for each L1 group is quite high, and this is especially true of the texts written by German speakers. Nevertheless, the overall number of correct classifications is lower than what was achieved in the analysis in the previous section involving not just ngrams and CM indices, but also error categories. Whereas the results of the previous analysis showed an overall L1 classification accuracy of 79.4%, the present analysis achieved only 67.7% accuracy, correctly classifying 151 of the 223 texts (df=4, n=223, χ2= 130.766, p < .001; Cohen's Kappa=0.516). The differences in classification accuracy between the full combined analysis and the truncated combined analysis are both considerable and statistically significant (t[222] = 3.707, p < .001), suggesting that the potential contribution of error categories to L1 detection is anything but trivial. Concerning its usefulness in relation to the analyses based on a single variable type, the truncated combined analysis achieved a higher level of accuracy than any of the single-variable-type analyses, but the differences are not . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. Jarvis and S. A. Crossley (Eds.) For purposes of consistency across the sections of this chapter, and in hopes of providing useful benchmarks for future research in this area, we examined the results of the combined analysis of n-grams and CM indices in order to identify the variables that are seemingly the most useful in combination with one another for L1 classification. As before, we used two criteria for this purpose. First, we identified which variables were selected by the stepwise DA procedure in more than half of the folds of the LOOCV. Then, we submitted these variables to a series of one-way ANOVA and SNK tests in order to determine which of these variables show significant differences across the means of the three L1 groups. We found that 16 variables met the first criterion, and 13 of these met the second criterion, as well. The 13 variables that met both criteria are listed in Table 14 in the order of the strength of their F values, with more precise information about the location of the differences given in the rightmost column. This table shows that there is only one variable (CM stem overlap) that shows significant differences across the means for all three L1 groups. It is interesting to note that this is not the variable with the highest F value. 7. Discussion and conclusions . The comparative and combined contributions of N-grams, Coh-Metrix indices, and error types in the L1 classification of learner texts. In S. Jarvis and S. A. Crossley (Eds.) 
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This paper has investigated the comparative and combined contributions of n-grams, CM indices, and error categories in the identification of the L1 backgrounds of learner texts. In terms of the comparative dimension, our analyses have shown that L1 prediction models based on predictor variables of a single type are fairly powerful, leading to L1 classification accuracies of between 63% and 66% for the 223 texts in the Error Corpus, which were written by learners from three L1 backgrounds (French, German, and Spanish). The analysis based on error categories reached the highest classification accuracy (65.5%), followed by the analysis based on CM indices (64.1%), and finally the analysis based on n-grams (63.2%). However, this range of results is quite narrow and the differences are not significant. We thus conclude on the basis of the present results that n-grams, CM indices, and error categories are roughly equally effective, by themselves, for L1 detection purposes. Nevertheless, they do not correctly classify all of the same texts, and it would be interesting in future studies to conduct a more in-depth examination of the ways in which the three types of analysis complement one another in relation to the L1 classification of individual learner texts and whether, for example, one type of analysis might be better for detecting certain L1s, whereas another type of analysis might be better for detecting others (cf . Tables 4, 6 , and 8).
Concerning the effectiveness of a combination of all three types of variables in a single analysis, our results have confirmed the general finding of Koppel et al. (2005) and Wong and Dras (2009) that an L1 prediction model that includes multiple types of variables is substantially more powerful than one constructed from a single type. Our combined analysis of three types of variables showed an L1 classification accuracy of 79.4%. This comes very close to the 80.2% mark set by Koppel et al. We see the 80% mark as an important threshold for classification research as it gives a clear indication that (a) the data contain strong and consistent patterns (i.e., a signal) associated with the classes in question, (b) the variables included in the model capture a good portion of that signal, and (c) the specific classifier used (DA, in the present case) is effective in tuning into that signal.
Because of the relative difficulty of deriving error variables in comparison with n-grams and CM indices, and in order to determine how important error categories are for L1 identification, we also conducted an analysis based on a combination of just n-grams and CM indices, leaving out error categories. The results of this analysis produced an L1 classification accuracy of 67.7%, which is slightly (though not significantly) better than the classification accuracies for the analyses based on a single type of variable, but much worse (significantly) than the classification accuracies for the analysis based on all three types of variables. Because n-grams and CM indices can be extracted and calculated through automated means, using a combination of both types of variables for this type of research seems clearly warranted, even if the classification improvement is only slight in relation to analyses based on n-grams alone or CM indices alone. More importantly, however, the results of this study strongly point to the value of including error categories along with n-grams and CM indices. Rather than searching for alternatives to error variables, therefore, we believe that this area of research would benefit more from efforts directed toward the pursuit of higher levels of accuracy in automated error tagging (cf. Wong & Dras, 2009 ).
While conducting each of the several analyses in this paper, we attempted to identify the most useful variables for predicting whether a text was written by a learner from one particular L1 background or another. The set of variables differed somewhat between the single-type analyses and combined analyses, but 15 of the 22 variables chosen as the optimal model for the combined analysis of n-grams, CM indices, and error categories were also among the optimal variables identified in the single-type analyses and in the truncated combined analysis (i.e., the analysis based on just n-grams and CM indices). These 15 variables include six error categories (unclear pronominal reference, spelling errors, punctuation mark instead of lexical item and vice versa, verbs used with the wrong dependent preposition, article errors, and single logical connector errors), five n-grams (to_do, become, we, often, and think_that), and four CM indices (causal particles/verbs, motion verbs, word familiarity, and aspect repetition). Because they loaded into the optimal models of multiple analyses, we believe that these 15 variables are of a general usefulness for differentiating argumentative texts written by French-, German-, and Spanish-speaking learners of English. 2 Whether these variables reflect direct L1 influence, however, is another question.
Although the three groups of writers have different L1s, there may be other relatively consistent differences between these groups that affect their use of L2 English, and which therefore enhance L1 classification accuracy independently of L1 influence per se. Such factors would therefore confound L1 effects (see, e.g., Jarvis, 2000; Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008) . As discussed in Chapter 5, the Spanish group appears to be, on the whole, less proficient than the French and German groups. This fact raises doubts about whether some of the 15 variables described earlier as being of general usefulness really do reflect L1 influence versus merely proficiency differences. Nowhere is this more problematic than in the case of the error categories, where the Spanish speakers produced significantly more errors than the other two groups in relation to five of the six error categories identified in the previous paragraph as being of general usefulness for L1 classification. Inasmuch as errors decrease with increases in proficiency, the effects of proficiency appear to combine with and thus confound the effects of the L1, at least for some of the variables we have examined. As mentioned in previous chapters, there may also be other confounding factors that coincide with L1 differences, such as differences in the specific topics that the writers wrote about, 3 differences in the nature of their English language training, and differences in the types and amounts of exposure they have had to English both inside and outside the classroom. From this perspective, the L1 classification accuracy of 79.4% that we achieved in our combined analysis of all three types of variables may be an overestimation of the strength of the signals emanating from the learners' L1s.
On the other hand, it is at least theoretically possible that the L1 signals in the data are actually stronger than what we have been able to tune into in this study. Because of the relatively small size of the Error Corpus, for example, the number of variables we could include in our DA model was quite limited. We do not know what the optimal number of variables is for capturing the L1 signals in the data, but it is likely to be at least somewhat larger than the limit of 22 imposed on the models in this study.
Besides the optimal number of variables, we are also not completely sure what the ideal set of variables is. In this study, we have used only three types of variables: n-grams, CM indices, and error categories. There are a number of additional types of variables that might carry L1-specific patterns, such as parts-of-speech patterns (Estival, Gaustad, Pham, Radford, & Hutchinson, 2007; Koppel et al., 2005; Mayfield Tomokiyo & Jones, 2001; Wong & Dras, 2009) , the types of grammatical constructions learners produce (cf. Bohnacker & Rosén, 2008; Odlin, 1990) , the level of formality with which they write, how much they elaborate on the context (cf. Montaño-Harmon, 1991; Reppen & Grabe, 1993; Thatcher, 2000) , and so forth. By expanding our pool of variables to include additional features that distinguish the learners' L1s from one another, we are likely to achieve even higher levels of L1 classification accuracy in a combined analysis.
It is also possible that higher levels of L1 classification accuracy could be achieved even with just the three types of variables already included in our study. Our use of stepwise procedures in the present study seems to have worked well for selecting variables from a larger pool, but the outcome of a stepwise procedure is always strongly affected by which variable the procedure happens to choose first from that pool. If our stepwise procedures had begun with different variables than the ones that were first selected, it is possible (though not necessarily likely) that the ensuing models would have been even more effective in L1 classification than the ones we have presented. In order to determine whether this is the case, it would be necessary to use a variable selection procedure that involves all possible subsets of variables. This was beyond the scope of the present investigation, but it is certainly worth pursuing in future studies.
A final reason why the L1 signals in the data might theoretically be stronger than what we have found is that the present study has used only one of many available classifiers (see, e.g., Jockers & Witten, 2010; Kotsiantis, 2007) . The classifier used in the present study and throughout this book is DA. This is an effective classifier; in fact, in a comparison of DA with a large number of other classifiers, Jarvis (in press) shows that DA produces the very highest L1 classification accuracy for the classification task that is the focus of Chapter 3 of this book (i.e., an n-gram analysis of texts written by speakers of 12 L1s). Nevertheless, the effectiveness of a classifier depends considerably on the task it is given (e.g., Estival et al., 2007) , and it is possible that a different classifier or an ensemble of classifiers would have been able to perform the combined analysis of the present chapter more successfully than DA (alone). This is another question that we hope will be explored in future research.
As we have emphasized throughout this book, detection-based methodology appears to offer a great deal of promise to transfer research. Although high levels of accuracy in the L1 classification of learners' language samples is not sufficient evidence of L1 influence unless the effects of all potential confounds (e.g., proficiency differences between groups, differences in language exposure and training) have been ruled out-which is impossible with most existing learner corpora-the detection-based methodology nevertheless allows researchers to estimate the potential strength of the L1 signals in and across individual learner samples, and to identify the variables (or features of learners' language use) that carry those signals. These variables can then be further scrutinized in relation to whether they reflect patterns in the L1 itself and whether they also reflect the unique web of similarities, differences, and zero relationships that exists only between a particular L1 and L2 (Jarvis, 
